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Granta Design protects critical
business and research data
with Arcserve UDP
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Business
Material intelligence
Granta Design Ltd was founded in 1994 as a spinout from the University of Cambridge. The company has 150
employees and provides software and information solutions for ‘material intelligence’ in engineering enterprises
and university education. These solutions include proprietary software platforms and comprehensive databases of
material properties used in everything from aerospace to wind turbines, to automobiles and medical equipment.
Granta technology helps companies to protect vital corporate intellectual property and to make smarter decisions
about the use of materials in product development. In education, its software and teaching resources support
educators in teaching the next generation of scientists, engineers and designers.

Challenge
Protecting business data and intellectual property
With all its bespoke software and materials information stored digitally, data is the lifeblood of the organisation.
With its core products and business operations relying on IT, Granta needs to ensure its systems are highly available
and that data is fully protected.
The organisation’s existing backup solution relied on tapes. Unable to upgrade the solution to a newer operating
system, Granta recognised it needed to look at alternative solutions.
“Working with tapes is a very time-consuming process,” explains Lisa Lyons, Systems Administrator for Granta.
“If any data was lost we’d have to physically collect the right tape, wait for it to index and then manually look
for the files.”

We needed a solution that could support
the standards of service expected from
our department as well as giving us
the protection we need.
Lisa Lyons | Systems Administrator
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With 154 terabytes of data to protect and volumes constantly growing, the solution and its ever-expanding tape
library was also becoming increasingly costly to manage and maintain.
“The impact of having a complex backup plan is not just the risk of data loss,” comments Lyons. “If users aren’t
confident that we can recover a file quickly when they accidentally delete it, they might not actually approach the
IT team for help. We needed a solution that could support the standards of service expected from our department
as well as giving us the protection we need.”

Solution
Fast and flexible data recovery
After researching the products on the market, Granta implemented Arcserve Unified Data Protection (UDP).
“What stood out about Arcserve UDP was the sophistication of the features offered at a competitive price,”
adds Lyons. “At the same time, the solution’s interface is so user friendly that staff can use it without any training.”
The solution backs up a combination of 51 physical and virtual servers, the business-critical SQL database
underpinning its product set, the company’s helpdesk and tech support, and CAD (computer-aided design)
applications.
Thanks to Arcserve UDP’s deduplication capabilities, Granta’s 154 terabytes of data is reduced to 13.5 terabytes
for backup purposes, and stored on a server outside the main server room in case of fire or flood. Data is then
replicated to a cloud-based storage platform. “We have a multi-faceted approach to disaster recovery – if there
was a major incident we could recover data from several different sources,” comments Lyons.
With Arcserve UDP, incremental backups can be done in just nine minutes, compared to taking a whole weekend
previously. Data recovery is also much faster, as Lyons says, “We can restore a file in half an hour – previously it
took much longer than that to find the right tapes and locate the missing data. With Arcserve UDP, when some

154 terabytes of data deduplicated to
13.5 terabytes with Arcserve UDP
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pages of our website were lost it wasn’t a problem. When a large amount of data was accidentally wiped from
a spreadsheet in the run-up to end of financial year, it wasn’t a problem. Being able to confidently tell people
not to panic is a great feeling.”
As well as enabling faster backup and restore, Arcserve UDP’s intuitive dashboard has unlocked complete
visibility for Granta over its backup processes. “We can see if a backup hasn’t completed and drill down to find
out why without looking at complicated logs,” explains Lyons. “Managing data is now a one-person job instead
of a team effort.”
To get the most out of Arcserve UDP, Granta attended a free bootcamp event in July 2015. “The bootcamp helped
us ensure the solution is meeting our needs and explore opportunities for the future,” adds Lyons.

Benefit
Keeping users happy
Arcserve UDP ensures Granta’s critical data is always readily available, keeping its employees productive and its
customers happy. “Using Arcserve UDP has enabled us to massively improve efficiency in the IT team,” explains
Lyons. “It only takes one employee to manage backups on a daily basis, but as the solution is so easy to use,
any of us can pick it up to ensure continuity.”
As well as freeing up resources, by implementing Arcserve UDP the company has also been able to:
•

Make cost savings

•

Ensure good service from its IT department

•

Reduce business risks.

“We find working with Arcserve refreshing – the company has demonstrated that it cares about its customers and
listens to our needs,” adds Lyons. “Most importantly though, the solution provides us with total peace of mind that
the data that underpins our business is safe.”
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